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Canon introduces new 4K handheld camera

          Canon unveiled a new class of camcorder for video enthusiasts who are passionate   
          about capturing the stories, moments and content that matter the most. From big     
          adventures to cherished memories, the LEGRIA GX10 is equipped to shoot it all in    
          exceptional quality. Offering advanced capabilities and the upmost reliability, this 4K   
          50p video recording device is essential for anyone who loves to record incredible 
footage and is striving to take their content to the next level.

Future proof picture quality
The LEGRIThe LEGRIA GX10 captures image quality that will stand the test of time. Equipped with 4K 50p 
shooting capabilities, it provides four times the resolution of 1080p Full HD, reproducing even the 
smallest detail and making those special moments come to life on screen. Offering a versatile 
recording experience, the LEGRIA GX10 supports shooting in MP4 at either 35Mbps for Full HD, or 
in 150Mbps for 4K 50p – perfect for fast-paced action. Capturing up to 100fps, this new in class 
camcorder enables you to produce a variety of content from time-lapse to 0.25x slow motion effects.

Professional quality made easy
The LEGRIThe LEGRIA GX10 facilitates the making of professional quality videos in a simple and easy way. It’s 
the first camcorder with a 1.0-type sensor that integrates Canon’s Dual Pixel CMOS AF technology, 
providing a shallow depth of field and responsive, accurate and customisable focus. Three optical ND 
filters deliver two, four or eight stops of exposure control for superb image quality in the darkest and 
brightest conditions, whilst the newly developed wide angle 4K lens with 15x zoom further ensures 
you get the quality that 4K promises.

Thanks to the Wide Dynamic Range (DR) mode, the DR is extended to 800% to capture greater Thanks to the Wide Dynamic Range (DR) mode, the DR is extended to 800% to capture greater 
detail in highlights and shadows for clear, vibrant images that are ready to share without editing. The 
large, instinctive, vari-angle touchscreen gives you fast and easy access to essential functions 
needed in dynamic shooting scenarios such as parties, weddings or action-packed holidays. At the 
same time, the camera’s 5-Axis Image Stabilisation (IS) is optimised to ensure you get steady 
footage throughout the zoom range.

Convenient and reliable
AA compact, lightweight and robust camcorder, jam-packed with professional functions, the LEGRIA 
GX10 is a reliable video recorder for any occasion. The ergonomic design mimics that of professional 
camcorders featuring a tilt-adjustable viewfinder, professional style zoom rocker and custom function 
buttons. The full manual setting enables you to vary your level of control based on your needs and 
experience, whilst the automatic mode offers complete ease of operation. With dual SD card slots for 
backup and continuous recording, you won’t miss a moment. This, alongside the long battery life, 
makes the LEGRIA GX10 the perfect companion for capturing incredible adventures, from safari to 
skiing.skiing.


